love,
jennifer
jason
leigh

by
meghan
lamb

Part I
SECRETS

WOMEN - CASTING FOR NEW TV SERIES
Date: 2009-10-26, 2:42PM CDT
Reply to: see below
The CW Network is looking to cast professional,
polished, and successful women between the ages
of 18 and 27 who battle with complex issues such
as eating disorders, self abuse, compulsive shopping, or intimacy problems for its new documentary series, "Secrets."
For more information or to APPLY, visit
www.cwsecrets.com.
Questions? E-mail casting@cwsecrets.com.

From: Meghan Lamb
To: Casting
Subj: I am polished and have lots of problems!
Dear Sir and/or Madam,
I am a polished professional CEO age 20 I am
thin and I have a polished skin. My life is a shining shining shining world. Everyday, I am polish. I eat cocaine. My name is Jennifer Jason
Leigh. I polish until all has diminished again.
And now, let me tell you my secret.
That means I eat it up and then I throw up
again. This is my secret world. I am 82 pounds. I
used to weigh 83 pounds. I weigh 83 pounds. I
used to weigh 82 pounds. I had a life, once and I
had a dream I went to college. I had, a success.
What has happened I think my runny ego yolks
and as the milk the milk and it all goes down and
out again. And again. I will never be the same.
Could you help me? I only just want to be noticed and loved again.
Here is a picture of me.
They say a picture is worth a thousand words,
but I have no longer nothing else to say to you.
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From: CND Producer Casting
To: Meghan Lamb
Subj: Re: I am polished and have lots of problems!
Hi Jennifer,
If you're interested you can apply through our
website www.cwsecrets.com.
Best,
Aimee
Aimée deSimone
Casting & Development | CW's Secrets

aimee.desimone@cbs.com | 212.975.5019
ü Please consider the environment before printing this email.

Please review the instructions on the home page,
fill out the following fields and click submit.
Name: Jennifer Jason Leigh
Age: 20
Location: New York
Occupation: CEO
Email Address: meghan.lamb@gmail.com
Phone Number: 6309452878
A brief description about you:
I was, I am, a light, that you wanted to see,
what we shone was as dimming upon that. When
I was a child. I am 20 years old. I have a wife a
husband and a steady and rigorous job. Marble,
lots of marble things. Columns. Sculptures.
Paintings. Photographs and I get lost sometimes. It's hard to keep this up and I cannot forever.
Tell us about your life, your secrets:
One day AND THEN oh but how oh but how
could you know? You trusted me and now I am
but mashed potatoes. Juice and sugar sludge.
And all the crusty edges of the ever prickling of
the brands and I am now no longer shining as I
was AND YET I MUST. but you must help me
to be kept. to share, to be, but say you can assist
me?

From: Meghan Lamb
To: CND Producer Casting
Subj: Re: I am polished and have lots of problems!
It comes again, to you, to me, and then you
think they're lancing through us all. The wonder
now but you may see but I cannot.
I have told you and to tell you much more i
would think
Would bring again. My secret to be yours a silly
foolish girl. You know the way it goes.
I am 81 pounds!!! DEAR GOD!!!
Forever yours now,
Jennifer Jason Leigh

Part II
MARRIAGE

From: Barak Hepp
To: Meghan Lamb
Subj: Good day!
Hello! You are welcomed by marriage agency.
To you the young girl looking the partner in life
has shown interest. We send you a photo of this
girl, and as her email the address
olejoyful@gmail.com. She will wait for your letter. We guarantee confidentiality of correspondence.
Yours faithfully marriage agency.

From: Meghan Lamb
To: olejoyful
Subj: marry me
you are the body. you are. what a shine. yr body
is shining. i'll touch it. but first, we must shine.
shine shine shine shine shin shine shinshin shineshinshine
hand of shining. hard and crack off coming into
as light. here with no one else left to become.
what will you say? will you become my hand in
marriage?
love yr haly's comet,
jennifer jason leigh

From: gorchesolya@yahoo.com
To: Meghan Lamb
Subj: Hello!
Hello!
I am very glad that you have written to me. I
with impatience waited for your letter. Dear, I
search the partner in life with whom I would like
divide other part of the life in pleasure and happiness. I think that you that person with which
to me will be good, you have very much liked
me. Tell a little about itself, about your interests,
about work. To me it will be pleasant to learn
that be about you and if you can send me your
photo I shall be very glad. If you will answer me
that I shall tell to you about yourself and I shall
send other photos.
I hope to receive tomorrow from you the answer.
Mine email address gorchesolya@yahoo.com.
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From: Meghan Lamb
To: gorchesolya@yahoo.com
Subj: Re: Hello!
i too am in possession of a gnawing lack of patience, as for the lack without your shine, and
the snaring, the space of your words. i am SO
glad you said that about the dividing! me too.
you have an aura that could fail me, but to shining, ever gently. and your body? um. ok.
just send more pictures.
love,
jennifer jason leigh

From: Meghan Lamb
To: gorchesolya@yahoo.com
Subj: Re: Hello!
i almost forget me, myself were an image. here u
go hunny! <3
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From: Meghan Lamb
To: gorchesolya@yahoo.com
Subj: Re: Hello!
dear shiner,
YOU i start to wonder where. it's dark and it is
cold. i wonder.when the snow is without you i
listen and to cry onto yr outsides. where. don't
think i have forgotten. i didn't. i will not forget.
your body is laid out before me i just keep...........
.................................................................round.
around and about. i saw a yellow bird today.
please don't leave me,
jennifer jason leigh

From: Meghan Lamb
To: gorchesolya@yahoo.com
Subj: Re: Hello!
OK THEN i can try for you the poem:
you you you
shine
shiner, shine on
roses in blom
blomshinshinebloo roses
you.
ilove u

From: gorchesolya@yahoo.com
To: Meghan Lamb
Subj: Hello!
Hello!
I am very glad, that you have written to me the
letter. I with impatience forward to hearing from
you. To me it is pleasant, that you have become
interested in me as well as I am interested by
you. I wish to tell to you a little about myself.
My name is Olga. To me 32 years. I live in Surok. It not the big settlement of city type. I live
together with my mum and my grandmother, in
a small apartment, in the center of settlement. I
was married but as 4 years I am dissolved. With
the former husband we have lived together
about 2 years. But, to my regret, I do not have
children, but I very much would like, that I
would have children. Start up they will be and
not my native, but I shall love them all the same
as the . When I left for the husband, thought
that he good, but there was all on the contrary. I
have been very disappointed. I wish to find such
the man which will look at me not as on a toy or
hobby and as on the person who has ideas and
the opinion. Also that there would be always a
trust and understanding. Because without trust,
and understanding will not be attitudes between
two people. I wish to tell to you that the age in
this life has no value. The most important, that
two persons would be happy together. I think, if
love, do not look on his age, and the main thing

that him is good also they are happy together.
My trade the financier. I work financial expert in
the Ministry of Internal Affairs of my settlement, and I like my work. I love the work. To
like me that I there do. And at you what work? I
hope for your understanding. You have very
much interested me! Together with the letter I
send you my photos! I shall wait from you for
the answer.
Olga.
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From: Meghan Lamb
To: gorchesolya@yahoo.com
Subj: Re: Hello!
my sweetest olga flower,
for dearest, the time became weaving, for waning, explaining to tell. that i have too the darkness for husband that i am divided from. allenaejandro. he did beat and accuse me then i find
power. i could now stain for life the bloom. the
love love love and shining in you. and myself.
and the power of woman.
oh my shining one. you have seen me. i work in a
desk. when im folding, in myself, the day be day
i look up. dreamsee the shine. For you the someone, celestial. be told, to interwish, the fast believing, but i tell myself, to you, can i be truly
real? but not with you then WHO? you are a
moonshore.
for you i give the rose of all my love,
jennifer jason leigh
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